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ABSTRACT
The binding properties of bispecific antibodies (bsAb) are crucial for their function, especially when two 
antigens are targeted on the same cell surface. Dynamic interactions between each of the antibody’s arms 
and its cognate target cause the formation and decay of a biologically functional ternary complex. How 
association and dissociation processes work cooperatively, and how they influence the avidity of the 
ternary complex, is still poorly understood. Here, we present a biosensor assay for the simultaneous 
measurement of the binding kinetics of the therapeutic bsAb emicizumab (Hemlibra®) and its two targets, 
the blood coagulation factors IX and X (FIX, FX). We describe an automated workflow to characterize 
binary and ternary-binding modes, utilizing a Y-shaped DNA nanostructure to immobilize the antigens on 
a sensor and to emulate conditions on a cell or platelet surface by presenting the antigens with optimal 
accessibility for the bsAb flown over the sensor as analyte. We find that emicizumab binds FX much 
stronger than FIX (Kd = 0.05 µM vs. 5 µM, t1/2 = 20 s vs. 1 s) with profound consequences on the avidity of 
the ternary complex, which is dominated by FX’s binding properties and a hand-off mechanism from FX to 
FIX. Moreover, formation and decay of the ternary complex depend on the bsAb concentration during the 
association phase. Emicizumab’s in-vivo mode of action and the catalytic activation of FX can be 
rationalized from the analyzed binding kinetics. The assay and workflow are well suited for the screening 
of bispecific binders in drug discovery and provide valuable new kinetic information.

Abbreviations: bsAb: bispecific antibody; FVIII/FIX/FX: coagulation factors VIII/IX/X; SPR: surface plasmon 
resonance; kon: association rate constant; koff: dissociation rate constant; KD: equilibrium dissociation 
constant; t1/2: dissociation half-life
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Introduction

Bispecific antibodies (bsAbs) are engineered binders, designed 
to target two chemically distinct epitopes simultaneously.1 This 
unique binding mode can be used to induce previously unat-
tainable mechanisms of action, which have great potential for 
many therapeutic applications in oncology, autoimmune dis-
eases, chronic inflammatory diseases, bleeding disorders, and 
even infectious diseases like COVID-19.2 Bispecific formats 
have become highly prominent in current drug development 
pipelines, as can be seen, for example, for monoclonal anti-
bodies in late-stage clinical studies with a regulatory submis-
sion anticipated in 2021–2022 for cancer indications, half of 
which are in fact bispecific.3 While some bsAbs stimulate an 
immune response by connecting immune cells to cancer cells, 
like the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved 
bispecific T cell engagers blinatumomab (Blincyto®, Amgen, 
FDA approval 2014) or tebentafusp (Kimmtrak®, Amgen, 
FDA approval 2022), others are designed to bind two different 
antigens on the surface of the same cell.4,5 In the latter case, 
dual targeting serves either to identify a target cell with super-
ior selectivity, or to induce proximity of two antigens on a cell 
to modulate signaling or enzymatic activity. Recently approved 

therapeutics based on the dual-targeting-on-same-cell 
approach include amivantamab (Rebrevant®, Janssen, FDA 
approval 2022) and emicizumab (Hemlibra®, Chugai/Roche, 
FDA approval 2017). Amivantamab binds to two tumor- 
associated antigens, EGFR and c-MET, which facilitates het-
ero-dimerization and results in the downmodulation of onco-
genic signaling. Emicizumab, which resulted from seminal 
work of Kitazawa et al.,6 was the second bsAb approved by 
the FDA and paved the way for the use of bispecifics beyond 
T cell engagers. It is used to treat the bleeding disorder hemo-
philia A by mimicking the activity the missing coagulation 
factor VIII (FVIII). It does so by forming a ternary complex 
with the membrane-associated proteins FIXa and FX on the 
surface of activated platelets,6,7 which promotes the enzymatic 
activation of FX by FIXa and thus restores blood clotting.

The binding properties of bsAbs are crucial for their func-
tion, as the propensity to form an interaction, the stability 
(half-life) of the interaction, and the equilibrium affinity, all 
influence the mechanism of action. For a binary interaction 
between two molecules, binding can be described in 
a straightforward manner by three biophysical parameters, 
namely, the association rate constant kon, the dissociation 
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rate constant koff, and the dissociation constant in equili-
brium Kd = koff/kon. For bispecific binders, the situation is 
more complex,8,9 as one must consider two different binary 
interactions giving rise to a ternary interaction (Figure 1). 
Moreover, the ternary complex may be stabilized or destabi-
lized by other cooperativity factors, such as the steric align-
ment of the three binders, conformational flexibility, or the 
local concentrations of molecular moieties participating in 
the interaction.4,10–13

The formation and decay of the ternary complex is gov-
erned by a dynamic interplay of all involved interactions, 
which is summarized by the term avidity. For example, the 
ternary complex gets disrupted when one arm releases its 
antigen. If the second arm detaches as well, the complex will 
dissociate completely, but the ternary complex will be 
reformed if the first arm swiftly rebinds its target. Thus, the 
stability of the ternary complex is determined by the associa-
tion and dissociation kinetics of all possible (un)binding situa-
tions. Due to this interdependence of multiple parameters, 
separate measurements of binary-binding kinetics are not ade-
quate to predict the behavior of the ternary complex.

Conventional methods to analyze molecular interactions are 
not well suited for the characterization of ternary complexes 
involving bsAbs.8,14 Binding values derived from common sur-
face plasmon resonance (SPR) measurements have been 
reported to deviate significantly from ELISA assays and biolo-
gical activity.15 This may be because SPR or similar sensors 
cannot discriminate whether a bsAb engages one or two targets 
on the sensor surface, since refractive index sensing detects the 
mere presence of analyte molecules on the sensor, but does not 
recognize how many bonds are established during an 
interaction.8 Further, it is challenging to immobilize more 
than one antigen on the surface at well-defined stoichiometries 
when using conventional covalent immobilization strategies on 
dextran-modified surfaces. To circumvent this, SPR(-like) 
measurements of bsAbs are usually run as three-step assays,16 

where the bsAb is sandwiched between an immobilized first 
antigen (ligand) and the second antigen in solution (analyte). 
While this procedure can establish if the bsAb recognizes both 
targets in a qualitative manner, quantitative data interpretation 
is complicated because more than one analyte needs to be 
handled experimentally, and the observed signal is ill-defined 
because it represents the convolution of two or more 

dissociation processes. The most critical limitation, however, 
is that a sandwich assay format does not reflect the situation of 
two antigens being presented to the bsAb on the same cell 
surface at the same time, which gives rise to avidity in the 
antibody’s binding behavior. In the case of emicizumab, for 
example, this is crucial, as avidity is, in fact, the required 
binding mode on the natural platelet surface during FX 
activation,17 and hence a prerequisite for biological activity.

Three requirements can be formulated for biophysical ana-
lytical methods to be impactful in the development of bsAb 
drugs, which target two antigens on the same cell. The first 
requirement is biological similarity. The antigens must be dis-
played next to each other on the sensor surface in a way that 
best emulates the conditions on a cell membrane regarding 
antigen mobility, accessibility, and control over antigen stoi-
chiometry. The second requirement is full kinetic information. 
Kinetic rate constants must be analyzable for the affinity of 
individual binary interactions as well as for the avidity of the 
ternary complex, to be able to rationally engineer optimal- 
binding properties and to achieve the desired mechanism of 
action. Finally, high throughput is required. The workflow 
must be suitable to screen up to tens of thousands of interac-
tions within a reasonable timeframe of several days to weeks. 
For comparison, 200 binders against each of the two targets of 
emicizumab were considered during its development, which 
amounts to 40,000 possible bispecific candidates, if all combi-
nations were to be tested.

Here, we describe the development of an automated assay 
on a commercially available biosensor system that addresses 
these requirements, and we characterize binary- and ternary- 
binding properties of the bispecific therapeutic antibody emi-
cizumab. For the immobilization of antigens on the sensor we 
devised and used a flexible, Y-shaped DNA nanostructure18 

that renders both targets accessible to binding by the solute 
bsAb. Using two-color fluorescence detection, we can follow 
the binding of emicizumab’s individual paratopes to their 
respective targets FIX and FX in real-time. This is done sepa-
rately for both targets, and for the cooperative engagement of 
both targets simultaneously, which allows us to dissect affinity 
and avidity-binding modes.

Results

The assay was developed on a commercial fluorescence bio-
sensor system (heliX®), consisting of an automated instrument 
and chips with microfluidic channels featuring two sensor 
spots (Figure 2(a)). The sensor surface is functionalized by 
DNA-encoded addressing, whereby ‘ligand strands’ with the 
targets (ligands) of interest, FIX and FX, are automatically 
immobilized via hybridization to surface-tethered ‘anchor’ 48 
deoxynucleotide single strands via complementary ‘adapter’ 
strands. Protein-DNA conjugates of FIX and FX were prepared 
before the sensing experiments using a commercially available 
amine-reactive coupling kit (see Supplementary Figure S1 A, 
B). The conjugates were incubated with adapter strands to self- 
assemble into Y-shaped DNA structures, as shown in Figure 2 
(b,c) and Supplementary Figure S1 C.

The DNA Y-structure facilitates a flexible attachment of the 
two targets on the sensor surface and holds them in proximity 

Figure 1. Binary- and ternary-binding modes of a bispecific antibody interacting 
with two targets on a cell surface.
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for optimal binding. It is made up of a 96 bp stem branching 
into two 48 bp arms, at which ends the targets are attached. 
A single-stranded hinge region provides flexibility and rota-
tional freedom of the arms. Based on arm and hinge lengths, 
the targets can move (diffuse) across an inter-target distance 
from 0 nm to approximately 40 nm. The flexible arm move-
ment emulates the lateral mobility of targets on a cell mem-
brane and permits the targets to adopt an optimal distance for 
binding to the two emicizumab antigen-binding fragments 
(Fabs) (Figure 2(c,d)). For detection, the Y-structure carries 
a green fluorophore on one arm, next to the first target (FIX), 
and a red fluorophore on the second arm, next to the second 
target (FX). Notably, the dyes are not attached to the analyte or 
ligand molecules, which remain label-free. Each dye is 

a sensitive reporter of its molecular environment because its 
fluorescence intensity changes in response to the binding of 
analyte (bsAb) within the dye’s reach, i.e., a few nanometers. 
This way, the association and dissociation of analyte can be 
observed for each target individually and simultaneously, 
which makes it possible to detect if the bsAb engages one 
target, the other target, or both targets at the same time.

Binary and ternary interactions of emicizumab with its 
targets were characterized for three different Y-structure con-
figurations: FIX only, FX only, and FIX and FX simulta-
neously. The different configurations were prepared by 
mixing ligand strands featuring, or lacking, the respective 
targets during the Y-structure self-assembly step. 
Emicizumab was injected as solute analyte at six different 

Figure 2. (a) heliX® biochip with a microfluidic channel featuring two detection spots; (b) single-stranded anchor oligodeoxynucleotides are covalently attached to the 
sensor’s gold surface to enable further functionalization with DNA; the DNA Y-structure consists of two universal adapter strands that are modified with green and red 
dyes for fluorescence detection (full circles), and two ligand strands conjugated to the respective targets (FIX = open circle, FX = open pentagon); pre-formed 
Y-structures are immobilized through hybridization of their base to the ‘anchor’ strand on the sensor surface (c) Biosensor surface functionalized with DNA Y-structure, 
featuring two flexible arms for antigen-display at variable distances.; (d) Emicizumab bound to FIX and FX targets. Changes in the fluorescence of green and red dyes, 
which are in proximity to the individual targets, are measured to analyze the binding of antibody arms to FIX and FX, respectively.

Figure 3. Real-time measurements of association and dissociation of Emicizumab to FIX and FX immobilized on a DNA Y-structure. The bsAb emicizumab was injected at 
concentrations of 0.0512, 0.128, 0.32, 0.8, 2, 5 µM. (a) Binary FIX – emicizumab interaction measured on a Y-structure modified only with FIX (no FX), signal detection in 
green. (b) Binary FX – Emicizumab interaction measured on a Y-structure modified only with FX (no FIX), signal detection in red. (c) and (d) Ternary interaction measured 
on a Y-structure modified with FIX and FX. Signals were measured simultaneously in green (C) and red (D). (e) Rate-scale plot of analyzed association (top) and 
dissociation (bottom) rate constants, together with the dissociation constant KD (middle). Binary interactions (a, b) and the ternary FX interaction (D) were analyzed with 
single-exponential fit functions, the ternary interaction on the FIX arm (C) was analyzed with a bi-exponential fit function. Fit lines are drawn as smooth lines over 
measurement data, which were sampled at 200 ms.
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concentrations from 0.05 to 5 µM and allowed to react with its 
targets (ligands) on the sensor surface for 15 s during the 
association phase. Dissociation was monitored for 180 s in 
constant buffer flow. Binding of emicizumab could be evi-
denced clearly for both targets by a transient quenching of 
fluorescence in the green (FIX) and red (FX) channels, 
respectively.

First, the kinetics of binary interactions were measured by 
loading either FIX or FX onto the Y-structure, while leaving the 
other arm unmodified. Sensorgrams are shown in Figure 3(a, 
b). The real-time signals could be fitted well globally with 
single-exponential functions, as expected for one-to-one inter-
actions. Association and dissociation rates are summarized in 
the rate-scale plot in Figure 3(e) and Table 1. Emicizumab 
binds FIX and FX in a very dissimilar manner, clearly favoring 
FX. It associates 5 times faster and remains bound 20 times 
longer to FX than to FIX. Taken together, this results in a 100- 
fold higher affinity for FX (Kd = 56 nM) compared to FIX (Kd 
= 5.5 µM). These results confirm immunoassay data by 
Kitazawa et al., which were inconsistent with SPR data 
obtained by the same group.15

Ternary binding was investigated by loading the Y-structure 
with both targets. The detection of green and red fluorescence 
channels allowed us to follow the association and dissociation 
kinetics to FIX and FX individually and simultaneously 
(Figure 3(c,d)). For the strong interactant FX, the kinetics 
observed in the ternary experiment were practically identical 
to the binary experiment. For the weak interactant FIX, how-
ever, the outcome of the ternary and binary experiments dif-
fered substantially: ternary kinetics are not monophasic, but 
biphasic with two components resembling FX-like and FIX- 
like binding, respectively.

The finding that the ternary Kd was identical to the binary 
FX-Kd is an unusual result, so we performed control experi-
ments using an antibody with two arms featuring equal affinities. 
The binary- and ternary-binding modes were analyzed for 
a monospecific, bivalent anti-digoxigenin monoclonal IgG inter-
acting with a Y-structure that had been functionalized with 
digoxigenin (Supplementary Figure S2 and Supplementary 
Table S1). In contrast to emicizumab, the anti-digoxigenin 
IgG indeed showed a pronounced avidity enhancement when 
both arms were engaged, namely, the avidity of the ternary- 
binding mode (Kd = 1 pM) was found to be 75 times stronger 
than the affinity of the binary mode (Kd = 75 pM), which 
confirms that the Y-structure assay detects avidity enhancement, 

if there is any. Thus, we conclude the emicizumab result is not 
an artifact, but is related to the bsAb’s specific properties, 
namely, the very different affinities of emicizumab’s arms.

To examine the Y-structure assay format further, we 
addressed the question if the bsAb binds two targets on the 
same Y-structure (homo complex) or rather interlinks two adja-
cent Y-structures (hetero complex). We surmised that if inter-
linking occurs, it should depend on the average distance between 
Y-structures on the surface and would be more pronounced on 
high-density surfaces. Therefore, we performed measurements 
with four different Y-structure surface densities from 12.5% to 
100% (Supplementary Figure S3). The observed kinetics were 
practically identical, irrespective of the Y-structure density used. 
This indicates that either (1) the bsAb preferentially binds to two 
targets on the same Y-structure (no interlinking of adjacent 
Y-structures) or (2) a bsAb that interlinks two Y-structures 
features the same binding properties as a bsAb that binds to 
a single Y-structure. Interlinking could in fact be observed in 
control experiments with the monospecific bivalent IgG binding 
to Y-structures that were modified with only one target (shown 
in Supplementary Figure S2). In spite of this, we assume that on 
Y-structures carrying two targets, the engagement of both tar-
gets on the same Y-structure is the dominant binding mode 
because it should be kinetically favored. The distance between 
two adjacent Y-structures is large compared to the proximity 
(high local concentration) of targets on the same Y-structure, 
and thus the formation of a ternary complex on the same 
Y-structure should be more likely.

To elucidate the origin of the biphasic kinetics observed for 
the ternary complex on the FIX arm further, we analyzed the 
relative contributions of FX-like and FIX-like binding for 
different emicizumab concentrations. As exemplified in 
Figure 4(a), the dissociation phase was fitted with a sum of 
two exponential functions. The amplitudes of the two expo-
nential functions are analyzed in Figure 4(b). With increasing 
concentrations of injected emicizumab, the contribution of 
the fast, FIX-like process to the dissociation of the ternary 
complex increases, while the slow, FX-like process 
diminishes. This behavior pertains to the ternary complex, 
but is not observed when only one type of target is immobi-
lized, where monophasic dissociations are observed, irrespec-
tive of the analyte concentration used (Figure 3(a,b)). 
Evidently, the dissociation behavior of the ternary complex 
depends on the concentration of emicizumab during the 
association phase.

Table 1. Kinetic rate constants (± fitting error).

Binary Ternary Binary
FIX FIX FX FX

Low stability interaction (FIX-like) kon (105 M−1s−1) 1.27 ± 0.06 1.65 ± 0.25 – –
koff (10−2 s−1) 70.2 ± 0.7 47.9 ± 2.6 – –

t1/2 (s) 0.99 ± 0.01 1.45 ± 0.08 – –
KD (µM) 5.53 ± 0.27 2.90 ± 0.47 – –

Amplitude 100% variable 0% 0%
High stability interaction (FX-like) kon (105 M−1s−1) – 7.52 ± 0.49 5.16 ± 0.06 4.63 ± 0.08

koff (10−2 s−1) – 3.73 ± 0.59 2.93 ± 0.01 2.58 ± 0.01
t1/2 (s) – 19.1 ± 3.0 23.7 ± 0.1 26.9 ± 0.1

KD (nM) – 49.6 ± 8.48 56.7 ± 0.68 55.8 ± 1.04
Amplitude 0% variable 100% 100%
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Discussion

Our measurement of binary- and ternary-binding kinetics of 
the bsAb emicizumab yielded three important findings. First, 
the two binary interactions of the bsAbs to its two targets are 
markedly dissimilar, emicizumab binds FX 5x faster, 20x more 
stable, and overall 100x stronger than FIX. Second, ternary 
binding is distinctly different from binary binding and exhibits 
biphasic dissociation characteristics. Third, the extent of tern-
ary binding that develops depends on the concentration of 
bsAb during the association phase. These results suggest the 
following interpretation, which is graphically summarized in 
Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5(a), formation of ternary com-
plex occurs at low bsAb concentrations. In a first step, when 
emicizumab encounters the two targets presented by the 
Y-structure, it preferably binds to FX first, since the association 
rate is 5x higher than for FIX. In a second step, emicizumab’s 
other arm engages FIX, which is presented within its reach by 
the Y-structure. Because the FX-bound emicizumab is already 

close to FIX, this hand-off happens quickly (compared to FX 
association), which is why a FX-like association rate is observed 
in the green signal for FIX, too. Of course, binary interactions 
between emicizumab with FIX or FX without formation of the 
ternary complex are also possible, as is the formation of the 
ternary complex through capture by the weaker interactant 
FIX, but these processes are much less likely to occur.

Decay of the ternary complex then follows. Once both targets are 
engaged, dynamic transitions occur between ternary and binary 
states. Due to the much weaker binding of FIX, however, it is likely 
that it is FIX, not FX, that is released and rebound by its Fab several 
or many times before the whole complex dissociates completely 
eventually. Hence, while interactions involving the weaker binder 
FIX are boosted by the presence of the strong binder FX, the FX 
interaction in turn is hardly affected by the presence of the weak 
interactant FIX, as it is too weak to significantly alter the kinetics of 
FX. Therefore, the kinetics observed for FX are similar for the binary 
and ternary cases. Compared with other bsAbs which often feature 
arms with similar binding kinetics, and where both arms confer 

Figure 4. Analysis of ternary binding of emicizumab to FIX in the presence of FX at different concentrations. (a) Bi-exponential dissociation fit of the green signal on the 
FIX arm, exemplified by the measurement of 0.32 µM emicizumab. Curves of the individual single-exponential fit terms are shown as solid black lines, the compound 
curve (sum of two exponentials) is shown as a semitransparent thick blue line. The amplitudes of each exponential term are indicated as vertical arrows. (b) Analysis of 
the relative amplitudes of fast (FIX-like) and slow (FX-like) dissociations of emicizumab over different concentrations (n = 2).

Figure 5. Schematic of emicizumab’s dominant binding modes at low (a) and high (b) emicizumab concentrations. (A) At low analyte concentration, the faster 
association to FX captures the antibody and allows a rapid hand-off to FIX, resulting in a ternary complex. (B) At high analyte concentrations, the lower affinity FIX is 
rapidly binding an antibody as well, resulting in two binary interactions on one Y-structure. A combination of both (A) and (B) is observable as concentration-dependent 
bi-exponential dissociation curve.
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stability to the ternary complex, emicizumab is quite special in that 
its Fabs feature markedly different affinities for their targets.

As shown in Figure 5(b), suppression of ternary complex 
formation occurs at high bsAb concentrations. At micro-molar 
concentrations of bsAb, the binding of bsAb from solution 
competes with the capture-and-hand-off mechanism that is 
facilitated by FX. This is expected to occur when the concen-
tration of anti-FIX Fabs in solution exceeds the local concen-
tration on the Y-structure, which has been determined to be in 
the 0.1–0.2 µM range. Therefore, double capture in binary- 
binding modes is favored when the bsAb concentration in 
solution is considerably higher than 0.1 µM. The finding that 
less ternary complex forms at higher analyte concentrations is 
reminiscent of the high dose “Hook” effect, which is a common 
interference in immunoassays.19,20 Normally, during associa-
tion one arm of the antibody binds to one target and then 
the second arm snaps onto the second target, forming the 
ternary complex. At high analyte concentrations, it becomes 
more likely that two antibodies simultaneously bind to one 
target pair, and thereby prevent the ternary complex 
formation.

Knowing these binding properties allows us to understand 
emicizumab’s mode of action in vivo.17 In blood plasma, FIX 
and FX are present at quite high concentrations of 90 and 
135 nM, respectively.7 Despite that Emicizumab is expected 
to interact frequently with both coagulation factors in solution, 
simulations show that only a negligible fraction of Emicizumab 
forms ternary complexes in plasma.15 This is due to the fast 
dissociation from FIX, if its interaction is not stabilized by FX- 
mediated avidity on a surface. Only when FIX and FX are 
bound to activated platelets after an injury, a ternary complex 
with Emicizumab can be established.

Furthermore, the binding properties are related to the cata-
lytic activation of FX. The catalytic rate constant of FX activation 
by the FIXa-emicizumab complex is 0.048 s−1,15 corresponding 
to a catalytic half-time of 15 s. As a prerequisite for efficient 
activation, FIXa and FX must be held together by emicizumab 
long enough for the catalytic reaction to proceed. The experi-
ments performed with surface-immobilized FIX/FX here show 
that the surface-mediated avidity effect is crucial in this respect, 
as it brings about a dissociation half-life of 20 s, which is long 
enough to facilitate a catalytic reaction. By contrast, in solution 
FIX dissociates from emicizumab within 1 s, which is too short 
to allow for catalytic activation. Therefore, FX does not get 
activated in plasma,21 which would cause critical and potentially 
fatal side effects.

The characterized binding kinetics may also have predic-
tive value for the in-vivo dose response. The efficacy curve 
should not just become saturated at high doses of emicizu-
mab, but the drug’s efficacy should be maximal at an optimal 
dose and decrease again for higher doses. This is 
a consequence of emicizumab’s propensity to form binary 
complexes instead of ternary complexes with its target at 
high emicizumab concentrations. The optimal dose, which 
was roughly 0.1 µM for the Y-structure used here, depends 
on the effective surface concentration of FIXa and FX on the 
platelets. The more abundant FIXa and FX, the higher the 
dose for maximal efficacy can be, because the FX-to-FIXa 
handoff mechanism continues to work well. If FIXa and FX 

are depleted on the platelet, however, the optimal efficacy is 
expected at lower emicizumab dose.

In conclusion, the dual-color Y-structure assay was shown 
to provide valuable binding kinetics data for binary and ternary 
complexes of emicizumab and its targets FIX and FX. The 
workflow is well suited for the systematic screening of bispe-
cific binders because it is based on a simple assay format and 
emulates the biologically relevant conditions on a cell surface. 
Both targets are co-immobilized at well-defined stoichiometry 
and local concentrations, and both targets are accessible to 
bind bispecific analytes. The assay is straightforward, as it 
does not require sequential injections like a sandwich assay, 
but uses only one analyte like in standard analyses for 1:1 
interactions. Because the targets are preassembled onto the 
Y-structure, the workflow is economical in terms of sample 
consumption (400+ runs from one standard conjugation reac-
tion) and can be automated easily. Screening of bispecific 
candidate molecules could be performed with detailed infor-
mation about the interplay of kinetic rates, cooperativity, and 
binding times for each candidate. The assay format works over 
a wide affinity range, as could be demonstrated by the anti-
bodies analyzed in this work, which featured Kds in the µM, 
nM, and pM concentration ranges, and thus should be gener-
ally applicable. This allows targeted improvement of bispecific 
binders by affinity modulation of the individual binding moi-
eties, as well as an optimization of their molecular structure 
and steric arrangement.

Materials and methods

Ligand conjugation

The targets FIX and FX were stably immobilized on the sensor 
surface via DNA connectors. To this end, proteins were coupled 
to single-stranded DNA ligand strands 1 and 2, respectively. 
100 µg of FX (HFIX 1009, Enzyme Research Laboratories) and 
FIX (HFX 1010, Enzyme Research Laboratories) were conju-
gated via amine-coupling (NHS EDC chemistry) to 48mer DNA 
ligand strands 1 and 2, respectively (Supplementary Figure S1 
A), using the kits HK-NHS-1 for FX and HK-NHS-4 for FIX 
(Dynamic Biosensors GmbH). The resulting DNA-protein con-
jugates were separated from remaining free protein, free DNA, 
and potential protein-DNA multimers by ion-exchange chro-
matography on a proFIRE instrument (Dynamic Biosensors) 
(Supplementary Figure S1 B). The final yield of DNA-protein 
conjugates was 25 µg for FX and 20 µg for FIX, which was 
sufficient to functionalize the sensor surface more than 500 
and 400 times, respectively (approximately 50 ng of protein 
consumption per functionalization). Pure DNA-protein conju-
gates were stored in buffer PE40 (10 mM NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4, 
pH 7.4, 40 mM NaCl, 50 μM EDTA, 50 μM EGTA and 0.05% 
Tween20) and frozen at −80°C until use.

DNA Y-structure assembly

The Y-structure ligand was assembled using the assembly kit 
HK-YS-1B (Dynamic Biosensors). In short, a solution consist-
ing of 100 nM of each adapter strand (with red and green dye, 
respectively) and 125 nM of each ligand strand (ligand 1-FX 
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and ligand 2-FIX) in PE40 buffer was incubated overnight at 
4°C (Supplementary Figure S1 C). The assembled Y-structure 
was diluted at a ratio of 30:70 with c-Anchor 1 (DC-0, Dynamic 
Biosensors) to generate a 30% chip surface saturation. Lastly, 
the Y-structure mix was complemented with 100 nM of the 
oligo c-Anchor 2 (DC-0, Dynamic Biosensors) at a 1:1 ratio (v/ 
v) directly before the functionalization for protection of the 
DNA anchor strands on the unused biochip reference spot. For 
control experiments with only one ligand on the surface, either 
ligand 1-FX or ligand 2-FIX were replaced by the respective 
empty ligand strands in the pre-hybridization (LFS-0, Dynamic 
Biosensors).

Binding kinetics measurements

Interaction between emicizumab (Hemlibra®; F. Hoffmann-La 
Roche AG, Basel, Switzerland) and FX and/or FIX was mea-
sured with the switchSENSE® technology on a heliX+ instru-
ment (Dynamic Biosensors) using standard adapter chips 
(ADP-48-2-0, Dynamic Biosensors) in static fluorescence 
proximity sensing (FPS) mode. The standard workflow for 
the measurement of kinetic rates was set up with the heliOS 
software v1.6.4 (Dynamic Biosensors). First, the chip surface 
was regenerated to obtain single-stranded DNA anchor strands 
on the electrode surface, which were then functionalized with 
the pre-hybridized Y-structure ligands. From kinetic measure-
ments, emicizumab was diluted in running buffer (10 mM Tris, 
140 mM NaCl, 50 μM EDTA, 50 μM EGTA, 0.05% Tween 20, 
2.5 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4) to the indicated concentrations, which 
were considerably higher than the femtomolar limit of detec-
tion of the instrument. Each association had a contact time of 
15 s at a flow rate of 200 µl/min. The dissociation was recorded 
for 180 s, while running buffer was pumped over the surface at 
500 µl/min. The heliX instrument allows selection of individual 
flow rate settings for association and dissociation phases, and 
so the flow rates were chosen as high as possible as 
a precautionary measure to avoid artifacts such as mass trans-
port limitation and rebinding, while keeping the sample con-
sumption to a minimum. Both association and dissociation 
were recorded at a sampling rate of 5 Hz. Before each injection 
of analyte, the surface was regenerated and functionalized with 
fresh Y-structure ligand.

Data analysis

Data from kinetic measurements were analyzed with the soft-
ware heliOS (Dynamic Biosensors). The fluorescence signal 
was normalized to the baseline level and a buffer run was 
subtracted as blank reference. The kinetic rates kon and koff 
were obtained by fitting the data sets obtained with one target 
on the surface globally with mono-exponential fits of the asso-
ciation and dissociation phases. Data obtained with both tar-
gets on the surface were fitted globally with bi-exponential fits 
of the association and dissociation phases. The following fit 
functions were used:

Mono-exponential association and dissociation: 
y ¼ A� 1 � exp � c � kon þ koff

� �
� t

� �� �

y ¼ A� exp � koff � t
� �

Bi-exponential association and dissociation: 
y ¼ Afast � 1 � exp � c � kon;fast þ koff ;slow

� �
� t

� �� �

þAslow � 1 � exp � c � kon;slow þ koff ;fast
� �

� t
� �� �

y ¼ Aslow � exp � koff ;slow � t
� �

þ Afast � exp � koff ;fast � t
� �

Where y is the signal (proportional to fraction bound), A is 
the amplitude, c is the concentration of bsAb, kon is the asso-
ciation rate constant, koff is the dissociation rate constant. The 
affinity equilibrium dissociation constant is Kd ¼ koff =kon, the 
avidity dissociation constant is Kd ¼ koff ;slow=kon. The half-life 
of the dissociation is t1=2 ¼ ln2=koff .
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